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‘Lies, dam lies and books on geology’ 

• Arthur, R. (1996) Lies, dam lies and books on geology. In 

Stow, D. A. V and McCall, G. J. H. (eds.) Geoscience 

education and training. In schools and universities, for 

industry and public awareness. 289–291. (Rotterdam: 

Balkema).

• From anecdotal evidence like this – we suspected all may 

not be well with the Earth science content of UK science 

textbooks



Science textbook review – the background

• We carried out a survey of science teachers teaching 

Earth science published as: King, C. (2001) The response 

of teachers to new content in a National Science 

Curriculum: the case of the Earth-science component 

Science Education, 85, 636 – 664.



Science textbook review – the background

• The teachers teaching Earth science in the national 

science curriculum

Subject Specialism of Teachers currently teaching 

National Curriculum Earth Science at KS3 (n = 162)

Biology

32%

Chemistry

33%

Physics

31%

Geology

2%

Other

2%



Science textbook review – the background

• The teachers teaching Earth science in the national 

science curriculum
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Science textbook review – the background

• The teachers teaching Earth science in the national 

science curriculum
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Science textbook review – the background

• The teachers teaching Earth science in the national 

science curriculum



• Results from research into science teachers’ understanding 

of plate tectonics before a plate tectonics workshop

Science textbook review – the background
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Knowledge of the thickness of the crust

Understanding of how ‘S’ wave 
velocities change with depth

Re-assembly of Pangaea

Understanding of which volcanoes are
likely to have magma of mantle origin

and which of plate-melt origin

Knowledge of which earthquakes are
likely to be of deep focus origin

Knowledge of the plate tectonic
contexts in which heat flow is likely to

be high or low

Knowledge of the states of the layers of
the Earth  from the lithosphere to inner
core(solid, partial solid, partial liquid or

liquid)

Knowledge of how density changes
with depth in the Earth

Percentage

Percentage of teachers who showed 
major errors in answering the question



Science textbook review – the background

Which of these best shows the thickness of the lithosphere?

A.                     B.                   C.                   D.

Answer: thickness of the lithosphere is around 100 km – on this 

scale 0.15 mm or thinner than the line in option A. – so A. is best



Science textbook review

• Decision made to review all KS3/4 in print science 

textbooks in the UK for their Earth science content

• All the publishers exhibiting at the Association for Science 

Education Annual Conference in January 2000 were 

visited or contacted

• Textbooks obtained from all these publishers

• In all 13 textbooks/series for KS3 from ten publishers, and 

16 textbooks/series for KS4 from nine publishers, a total 

of 51 texts, were covered by the review.



Science textbook review

The review was carried out by a team of five experienced 

earth science educators using this process:

• each textbook would be reviewed against a standard set 

of criteria taken from the National Curriculum for Science 

(2000 version);

• the reviews would be moderated across the evaluation 

team;

• the reviews would be compiled and a draft report 

prepared, based on them; this report would contain all the 

data collected, including details of each textbook, 

judgements of the Earth science coverage, and lists of 

materials included beyond the NCS and of errors and 

misconceptions;



Science textbook review

• the draft report would be circulated to all the publishers 

involved for comment and correction of errors;

• a final report would be prepared as an internal publication 

by the Earth Science Education Unit, taking account of 

the publishers’ comments and recommended corrections;

• the final report would sent to all the publishers involved 

and would be available to interested enquirers;

• reports based on the final internal report would be written 

for wide circulation, but would not include details of 

individual textbooks.



Science textbook review

• Completed exemplar 

data sheet



Science textbook review - findings

Criterion Mean findings at 

KS3

(17 statements)

Mean findings at 

KS4

(22 statements)

Mean findings 

overall (adjusted 

for different 

numbers of 

statements - out of 

19.5 statements)

No. of statements covered at 

‘Comprehensive’ level

2.4 2.1 2.3

No. of statements covered at 

‘Basic’ level

5.0 4.2 4.6

No. of statements covered at 

‘Less than basic’ level

5.7 7.3 6.5

No. of statements covered at 

‘None’ level

3.1 5.2 4.2

No. of statements covered at 

‘Less than basic’ + ‘None’ levels –

i.e. with inadequate coverage

8.8 12.5 10.7

Percentage of Earth science 8.7 (excluding 

‘Science at work: 

Earth science)

10.0 (excluding 

‘Science at work: 

Earth science)

9.4

No. of ‘Errors/misconceptions’ per 

page

1.1 0.9 1.0

No. of ‘Extras’ 5.9 4.5 5.2



Science textbook review - findings
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Science textbook review - findings

• The mean error/oversimplification level across all the 

texts was one error per page. 

• This finding is even worse when the worst cases are 

considered, with some textbooks having more than two 

errors per page and the worst of all having 66 errors in 26 

pages. 

• In all 453 cases of ‘error/oversimplification’ were found



Science textbook review - findings



Science textbook review - findings
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Science textbook review - findings

Earth 

science 

‘error/ 

oversimplific

ation’

Prevalence 

in 531 

‘errors/ove

rsimplificati

ons’ found

Examples of quotes 

containing ‘errors/ 

oversimplifications’ 

from textbooks, 

syllabuses and 

examinations

Scientific 

consensus view

Discussion Mis- conception 

of similar 

significance in 

another science 

area

A. 

Weathering/ 

erosion 

confusion, 

eg. 

‘weathering 

and erosion 

are the 

same’ or 

‘weather 

causes 

weathering’

37

7.0%

‘Stone is worn away 

by the air, wind and 

rain. This is called 

weathering.’ (O1 - B2, 

85 – textbook series 

for 11-14 year olds)

‘Rocks can be worn 

away in 3 ways: 

physical weathering, 

chemical 

weathering, and, 

biological weathering.’ 

(N4 - C, 282 –

textbook series for 14 

– 16 year olds)

‘Weathering. The 

breakdown of 

rocks and 

minerals at the 

Earth’s surface by 

the action of 

physical and 

chemical 

processes’ (Allaby 

& Allaby, 1991, 

p401)

‘Erosion is the 

process that 

moves material 

resulting from the 

breakdown, or 

weathering of 

bedrock’ (Hancock 

& Skinner, 2000, 

p314)*

Weathering happens in place 

and so no solid material is 

removed. Weathering causes 

chemical breakdown or 

physical disintegration (eg. by 

freeze thaw action, plant root 

growth). Erosion is the 

removal of material from the 

site. Erosion occurs when one 

or more erosive agents (such 

as gravity, wind, moving 

water, or moving ice) removes 

weathered material (so wind 

is an agent of erosion, not 

weathering). [Note: the 

chemical attack of rainwater 

on limestone removes 

material in solution and so is 

weathering and not erosion].

Confusing the 

dissolving of 

salt and the 

‘dissolving’ of 

calcium 

carbonate in 

acid.



Science textbook review - findings
Earth 

science 

‘error/ 

oversimplifi

cation’

Prevalenc

e in 531 

‘errors/ov

ersimplific

ations’ 

found

Examples of quotes 

containing ‘errors/ 

oversimplifications’ 

from textbooks, 

syllabuses and 

examinations

Scientific 

consensus view

Discussion Mis-

conception of 

similar 

significance in 

another 

science area

B. Indicating 

that the 

mantle is 

liquid eg. ‘the 

mantle is 

made of 

magma’

(see also the 

section below 

of nine 

misconceptio

ns that the 

mantle is 

‘semi -liquid 

or ‘semi-

solid’)

35

6.6%

‘The earth’s crust is 

split into different 

sections called 

‘plates’. These plates 

float around on the 

hot liquid magma 

beneath.’ C3 - B2, 

136 – textbook series 

for 11-14 year olds)

‘Material which enters 

the liquid mantle can 

emerge through 

volcanoes to form 

igneous rocks. ‘ (B5 –

96 - a revision guide 

for 11 – 14 year olds)

‘The 

asthenosphere 

(derived from the 

Greek for ‘weak 

sphere’) is the 

relatively weak, 

ductile layer in the 

upper mantle 

immediately 

underlying the 

lithosphere. 

Although solid at 

normal strain 

rates, like the rest 

of the non-

lithospheric 

mantle, it can 

deform slowly in 

solid state creep.’ 

(Hancock & 

Skinner, 2000, 

p47)

‘This view, that the 

crust is a relatively 

thin layer of solid 

The mantle is almost entirely 

solid, as shown by the fact 

that it transmits seismic S-

waves which can only pass 

through solid material. There 

is a zone in the upper mantle 

between the solid lithosphere 

above and the solid mantle 

below, called the 

asthenosphere that is 

between 1 and 5% liquid (i.e. 

is 95 – 99% solid). As the 

molten material is found as 

films around the edges of 

crystals, it allows the solid 

material of the 

asthenosphere to flow very 

slowly. However, the mantle 

beneath can also flow, even 

though it is completely solid. 

A good analogy is ice that, 

although solid (and capable 

of being broken by a 

hammer) can flow downhill in 

glaciers. When it is near its 

Considering 

that glass is a 

liquid when it 

has the 

characteristics 

of a solid



Science textbook review - findings
Earth 

science 

‘error/ 

oversimplif

ication’

Prevalenc

e in 531 

‘errors/ov

ersimplifi

cations’ 

found

Examples of quotes 

containing ‘errors/ 

oversimplifications’ 

from textbooks, 

syllabuses and 

examinations

Scientific 

consensus view

Discussion Mis-

conception of 

similar 

significance in 

another 

science area

C. Plates 

incorrectly 

described 

as made of 

crust, eg. 

‘plates are 

made of 

crust’ or 

‘crustal 

plates’

25

4.7%

‘Plates can be made 

from oceanic or 

continental crust’ (L8 

– 106 – a chemistry 

textbook for 14 – 16 

year olds)

‘… the Earth’s crust 

consists of a number 

of pieces called plates 

…’ (L3 – 34 – an 

examination syllabus 

for 14 – 16 year olds)

‘Plate. A segment 

of the lithosphere 

which is bounded 

by … plate 

margins’ (Allaby & 

Allaby, 1991, 

p284) 

‘Lithosphere. The 

upper (oceanic 

and continental) 

layer of the solid 

Earth, comprising 

all crustal rocks 

and the brittle part 

of the uppermost 

mantle.’ (Allaby & 

Allaby, 1991, 

p219)

The tectonic plates are plates 

of rigid lithosphere around 

100 km thick. They overlie the 

ductile asthenosphere 

beneath, which flows slowly, 

moving the plates - thus there 

is a physical boundary 

between the solid lithosphere 

and the ductile 

asthenosphere (the 1300oC 

isotherm). The lithosphere 

comprises the crust and the 

uppermost mantle, which are 

chemically different but both 

physically solid and rigid. The 

crust is around 7 km thick in 

oceanic areas and averages 

35 km thick in continental 

areas – much thinner than the 

lithosphere.

Thinking that 

leaves are 

made of a layer 

of palisade 

cells only.



The American Association for the Advancement of Science, 

as part of its Project 2061, undertook a review of science 

textbooks available to teachers in the USA. 

• ‘For better or for worse, the majority of schools are still 

relying on textbooks as the primary source of the 

classroom curriculum, and textbooks strongly influence 

student learning through their influence on teachers.’ 

(Stern & Roseman, 2004, p556).

Science textbook review - findings



• ‘Programs [textbook teaching schemes] only rarely 

provided students with a sense of purpose for the units of 

study, took account of student beliefs that interfere with 

learning, engaged students with relevant criteria to make 

abstract scientific ideas plausible, modelled the use of 

scientific knowledge so that students could apply what 

they had learned in everyday situations, or scaffolded

student efforts to make meaning of key phenomena and 

ideas presented in the programs.’ (Kesidou & Roseman, 

2002, p522)

• ‘Assessment scores of life and earth sciences are almost 

uniformly poor’ (Stern & Ahlgren, 2002, p897). 

Science textbook review - findings



Addressing misconceptions



Addressing misconceptions
Pupil Statement Correct/incorrect + comment Possible practical activity in the classroom

Ali Acid rain dissolves 

limestone in 

weathering

Correct: the acid rain removes the limestone 

by dissolving it and carrying the solute away 

in solution – so this is weathering

Add vinegar to a cleanly-broken piece of limestone to show the 

reaction. In the reaction a soluble substance is produced which is 

then dissolved

Henry Rocks are worn away 

by weathering

Incorrect: rocks are worn away by erosion, by 

gravity, wind, water or ice although they may 

have previously been weakened by 

weathering

Putting rock samples into a plastic container and shaking – to 

demonstrate erosion

Rosa Erosion is the 

transportation and 

deposition of 

sediment

Incorrect: erosion is the initial removal of 

sediment – which may then be transported 

and deposited; it can be the start of 

transportation

Adding water to a sand-filled gutter – after the sediment is eroded at 

the top, it is transported along the gutter and deposits in the pool at 

the bottom – through three distinct processes

Milly Flakes of bricks fall 

off  in weathering

Incorrect: the removal of solid material is 

erosion, in this case, by gravity; the flakes 

may have been previously weakened by 

weathering though

Look for flakes of brick beneath old brick school walls – these, 

having been weakened by weathering have been removed by 

erosion through gravity.

Tom Wind blasting sand 

against a cliff works 

like sandpaper, 

eroding bits off 

Correct: when solid material is removed by 

wind – this is erosion (even though it is being 

done by the weather in this case)

Sand blasting can be demonstrated by a powerful electric fan 

directed at a pile of dry sand – but it can be very messy and 

anybody in the way should wear safety glasses.

Jenny Weathering rounds 

off pebbles on the 

beach

Incorrect: beach pebbles are rounded by 

erosion, not weathering – the pebbles are 

thrown against one another in storms, 

abrading one another – a process called 

attrition

Putting rock samples into a plastic container and shaking – to 

demonstrate erosion

Kevin Rocks under the 

frozen ice in 

Antarctica are 

weathered by 

freezing and thawing

Incorrect: the physical break up of rock by ice 

requires many cycles of freezing and thawing; 

rocks beneath the Antarctic ice remain frozen

Put a similar selection of fragments of different rocks (including 

some permeable ones) into two different plastic boxes (eg lunch 

boxes) and add enough water to cover the fragments. Leave one on 

the table as a control. Put the other into a freezer or the freezing 

compartment of a fridge until it is frozen and then take it out and 

allow it to thaw. Examine it after this first cycle (not much will have 

happened). Repeat this for several cycles until the permeable rocks 

break up through the 9% expansion of water as it becomes ice. 

Then the contrast with the control is clear.
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Earthlearningidea

• More than190 activities in English so far

• New activity added every fortnight

• Translations into 10 languages

• More than 500 translations so far

• More than 1.5 million downloads – currently at a rate of 

40,000 per month

• Accessed from 191 countries



Earthlearningidea

• Duncan Hawley has recently carried out a searchable 

audit of ELIs against the new geography curriculum

• Will soon be added to the website



Addressing misconceptions



UK geography textbooks

• Of course – all may be well with UK geography textbooks

• But … please note these diagrams discovered 

by my colleagues Pete Loader recently in 

geography textbooks 



Is this a helpful resource? 



Geography An Integrated Approach 

(2nd edition) - Waugh (1995)

From: Refresher Programme for Geography Teachers

Plate Tectonics Theory: Basic Concepts & Some Common 

Misconceptions (found by putting ‘sial sima obsolete’ into Google)

Earlier idea on crustal structure

* The concepts of sial and sima are old and imprecisely describe 

current understanding of crustal structure.



A2 level Geography textbook 2009

From Wikipedia: The geosyncline hypothesis is an obsolete concept 

involving vertical crustal movement that has been replaced by plate 

tectonics to explain crustal movement and geologic features.



Final food for thought

If you ask 

secondary 

school pupils 

where they 

think that oil 

is found in the 

North Sea, 

what do they 

answer?

An example 

from 

Thompson 

(1996). 
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